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Danny Ferry is bringing the Hawks nothing but net. 
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Holding Court

by Dennis Malcolm Byron | Men's Book Atlanta (/mens-book-atlanta) magazine | 

September 14, 2012 

July 25, 2012, is already turning out to be a celebrated date 
on the Atlanta Hawks timeline. On this day, Danny Ferry was 
officially named the new president of Basketball Operations 
and general manager of Atlanta’s prized NBA franchise. And 
since the addition, drastic changes have been made. The 
goal? To get Georgia’s capital its first championship. 

The monkey—no, gorilla—that has made its home on the back of everyone involved in the Hawks 
organization since coming to Atlanta in 1968 needs to relocate. Fast. 

Ferry—the legendary Duke Blue Devil forward and NBA player between 1989 and 2003—has an 
impressive résumé as a front-office executive, serving as a general manager for the Cleveland Cavaliers 
and vice president of operations for the San Antonio Spurs. He has consistently been an integral part of 
winning with both franchises, helping Cleveland get to the finals in 2007. He also won the NBA 
championship in his last year as a player with the Spurs in 2003.

Now it’s the Atlanta Hawks’ turn to experience what it’s like to be on top. The team has been here 44 years 
without a trophy. The franchise feels Ferry is the man who will end this notorious streak. And he’s wasting 
no time.

After tastefully commending the efforts of the Hawks’ management, coaching staff and particularly former 
GM Rick Sund, Ferry disclosed his ideologies for building a championship squad. “You need good players, 
but in building a team, the sum is greater than the parts,” Ferry explained with professor-like candor. “The 
best teams have a standard, an identity, and a system that is clear and valued.” 

A major trade involving the salary-heavy contract of former Hawks All-Star shooting guard Joe Johnson for 
a legion of New Jersey Nets players was the first significant move Ferry made just days into his new gig. 
Among avid sports fans, jaws dropped when he pulled it off. More significant trades followed. 

“Change is not a bad word to me,” Ferry says. “From a roster standpoint, I was concerned that we were a 
good team but not good enough. We want our fans to trust that we are fully committed to being a 
championship-caliber franchise. Along with that, I want our coaches and players to know that we have the 
highest goals, and we will invest and build an overall program that gives the Hawks the platform to be a 
championship-caliber team.”

Bye-bye, gorilla.
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